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Abstract

Software development required for constructing multi-agent systems (MAS) usually becomes challenging and time-consuming due to the properties of autonomy, distributedness, and openness of these systems in addition to the complicated nature of internal agent behaviors and agent interactions. To facilitate MAS development, the researchers propose various domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) by enriching MAS metamodels with a defined syntax and semantics. Although the descriptions of these languages are given in the related studies with the examples of their use, unfortunately, many are not evaluated in terms of either the usability (being hard to learn, understand and use) or the quality of the generated artifacts. Hence, in this paper, we introduce an evaluation framework, called AgentDSM-Eval, with its supporting tool which can be used to evaluate MAS DSMLs systematically according to various quantitative and qualitative aspects of agent software development. The empirical evaluation, presented by the AgentDSM-Eval framework, was successfully applied for one of the well-known MAS DSMLs. The assessment showed that both MAS domain coverage of DSMLs and the agent developers’ adoption of modeling elements can be determined with this framework. Moreover, the tool’s quantitative results can assess MAS DSML’s performance on the development time and throughput. AgentDSM-Eval also enables the qualitative assessment of MAS DSML features according to novel quality characteristics and measures, which it defines specifically for the MAS domain.
1. Introduction

In a Multi-agent System (MAS), autonomous software agents interact with each other competitively or collaboratively to perform tasks and execute plans through a set of reactive and/or proactive behaviors (Weiss, 2016). MAS are recognized as both useful abstraction and effective technologies for modeling and building autonomous, complex, and distributed systems in various industrial fields, e.g., industrial automation, real-time adaptive resource management, large-scale network and service management, integrating quality and process control in production lines, fast deployment of evolvable systems and predictive analysis for business management (Leitao and Karnouskos, 2015; Liang et al., 2019). However, the development of software required for constructing MAS usually becomes challenging and time-consuming due to the properties autonomy, distributedness, and openness of these systems, in addition to the complicated nature of internal agent behaviors and agent interactions (Challenger et al., 2016a; Mascardi et al., 2019).

To minimize the abovementioned problems of MAS development, researchers in agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) field (Shehory and Sturm, 2014) define various agent metamodels (e.g., Bernon et al., 2005; Omicini et al., 2008; Beydoun et al., 2009; Hahn et al., 2009; Challenger et al., 2011; Garcia-Magarino, 2014; Tezel et al., 2016), which include fundamental MAS entities and relations. Furthermore, model-driven agent development approaches (Kardas, 2013) are provided, and the researchers propose using domain-specific languages (DSLs) / domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) (Mernik et al., 2005; Kelly and Tolvanen, 2008; Kosar et al., 2016) to facilitate design and implementation of software agents by enriching MAS metamodels with some defined syntax and semantics.

In AOSE, perhaps the most popular way of applying model-driven engineering (MDE) techniques for MAS development, is based on creating DSMLs with appropriate integrated development environments (IDEs) in which both modeling and code generation for MAS-to-be-developed can be adequately performed (Kardas and Gomez-Sanz, 2017). Proposed MAS DSMLs (e.g., Hahn, 2008; Ciobanu and Juravle, 2012; Challenger et al., 2014; Goncalves et
al., 2015; Bergenti et al., 2017; Kardas et al., 2018; Sredejovic et al., 2018; HoseinDoost et al., 2019) usually support modeling both the static and the dynamic aspects of agent software from different MAS viewpoints including agent internal behavior model, interaction with other agents, use of resources and other environmental entities. Although the descriptions of these languages are given in these studies mostly including some examples of how they can be utilized during MAS development, unfortunately, many do not consider an evaluation of the proposed language, i.e., evaluating the usability of the language and the efficiency of the generated artifacts.

Usability plays an essential role in the adoption of DSLs (Barišić et al., 2018). If some kind of systematic evaluation for the usability of MAS DSMLs can be provided, this may lead the agent developers to infer on whether a MAS DSML is suitable for the needs of agent design and implementation, and so, it facilitates the MAS development. Quality assessment of the MDE processes (Goulao et al., 2016) brought by using the MAS DSMLs compared to the conventional MAS development approaches can also be possible with these evaluations. Moreover, throughput performance (e.g., the generalization of agent components) of the language and saving on the development time can be analyzed if an evaluation produces some quantitative results. DSML developers, who implement these languages, may also benefit from such assessment to improve their languages, e.g., according to the developers’ feedback. Hence, in this paper, we introduce an evaluation framework, called AgentDSM-Eval, with its supporting tool which can be used to evaluate MAS DSMLs according to various quantitative and qualitative aspects of agent software development. The main contributions of AgentDSM-Eval can be listed as follows:

* A general framework that can be applied for the systematic evaluation of any MAS DSML.

* Semi-automatic comparison of DSML metamodels with a reference MAS metamodel to quantitatively determine the DSML’s coverage on MAS domain concepts.

* Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of MAS DSMLs and their features with computer-aided automation.

* Support on both conducting multi-case empirical evaluation of MAS DSMLs and online analysis of the results achieved.

* Automatic analysis of designed models to infer which meta-entities and/or viewpoints of a MAS DSML are mostly adopted by the agent developers.
Qualitative assessment of MAS DSMLs according to novel quality characteristics and measures specific to the MAS domain leading to comparable results.

The multi-case empirical evaluation, presented by the AgentDSM-Eval framework, was successfully applied for one of the well-known MAS DSMLs. This evaluation’s results are given in this paper as well as the discussion about the features of AgentDSM-Eval and its tool. The use of AgentDSM-Eval’s qualitative characteristics in the comparative evaluation of different MAS DSMLs is also exemplified.

The paper’s remainder is organized as follows: the AgentDSM-Eval framework and its features are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the online tool that supports MAS DSML evaluations and analyzes the results according to AgentDSM-Eval specifications. Section 4 both demonstrates how AgentDSM-Eval can be used to assess a MAS DSML and discusses the achieved results. Section 5 includes the related work on MAS DSMLs and their evaluation. Finally, we conclude the paper with Section 6.

2. Evaluation Framework

The AgentDSM-Eval framework enables both the evaluation and the comparison of MAS DSMLs by considering the various features such as ease of use, MAS domain coverage, richness and efficiency of the supported toolsets, and finally, productivity on generating agent software components. To provide both quantitative analysis and qualitative evaluation of MAS DSMLs, the framework adopts the multi-case study approach which we first introduced in (Challenger et al., 2016b) for evaluating a MAS development language, called SEA_ML (Challenger et al., 2014; Challenger et al., 2018). According to this approach, using a DSML is evaluated within the scope of many use cases, each covering the design and implementation of agent systems for different business domains with varying complexities. As we will discuss shortly, AgentDSM-Eval improves this approach by adding new metrics, specially to facilitate the qualitative assessment of language features on MAS development. This improvement comes in the sequence of our previous experiences (Kardas et al., 2017; Kardas et al., 2018) that showed the qualitative assessment brought in (Challenger et al., 2016b), which is composed of only answering three open-ended questions, limits the appropriate procurement of evaluator feedback. Moreover, AgentDSM-Eval introduces the comparison of language
syntaxes quantitatively using a reference MAS metamodel, which is also not supported in the previous work (Challenger et al., 2016b).

Both MAS DSML developers and users may benefit from the proposed framework. Figure 2.1. portrays how this tool-assisted framework can be used during the evaluation of MAS DSMLs within the scope of various quantitative and qualitative aspects. In the following subsections, we first describe the phases of the multi-case study protocol applied during the evaluation of MAS DSMLs. Then, we will discuss both the execution of the AgentDSM-Eval processes (shown in Figure 2.1) and the language features’ utilization on a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of MAS DSMLs and their artifacts.

Figure 2.1: Use of AgentDSM-Eval framework for MAS DSML evaluation.
2.1 The Structure of the Multi-case Study

The Multi-case Study in AgentDSM-Eval is conducted in accordance with a protocol consisting of three phases, namely preparation, execution, and analysis.

Each of the case study scenarios, consisting of various agents’ design and implementation, is described in the preparation phase. The operational features of each MAS DSML to be evaluated are also collected via these case studies. Besides, the MAS developers who actively participate in the language assessment studies should also be determined in this phase. If needed, the training on the MAS DSMLs, which will be evaluated, is given to this team to keep the level of knowledge on using these MAS DSMLs the same required for the whole team.

During the execution phase, an opening briefing is first presented to introduce both the case study scenarios and the online tool for AgentDSM-Eval. Then, the evaluator teams, formed by the agent software developers, design and implement the MAS that meets the related case scenario's requirements. After finishing each MAS development, all developers are requested to input data for the analysis by utilizing the AgentDSM-Eval web tool.

Finally, the analysis of the evaluation data is performed. This phase is automated inside the AgentDSM-Eval tool (will be discussed in the next section) and does not need any human intervention. Upon completion of data input, the web application automatically analyzes these data and reports the quantitative and qualitative results pertaining to the evaluation of the MAS DSML in question.

2.2 Quantitative Evaluation

The quantitative evaluation process inside AgentDSM-Eval consists of 3 main sections. First, the abstract syntax of the MAS DSML, which is being evaluated, is compared with a reference MAS metamodel to determine the comprehensiveness level of the language on agent concepts. Then, the analysis of the development costs (using the elapsed time for MAS development) and development outputs (artifacts) in a comparative way.

2.2.1 Comparison with a Reference Metamodel

Almost all MAS DSML studies (e.g., Hahn 2008, Gascuena et al., 2012; Challenger et al., 2014; Goncalves et al., 2015; Bergenti et al., 2017; Kardas et al., 2018; Sredejovic et al., 2018;
HoseinDoost et al., 2019) provide definitions of agent components including agent internals, plans, roles, goals, agent behavior models, and the relationship between agents within a MAS. These definitions are mostly formalized with a metamodel description leading to various language syntaxes for these DSMLs. However, very few of these studies discuss how the proposed metamodels support MAS domain concepts. Moreover, they only show the derived syntax utilization for a minimal number of MAS development examples. The AgentDSM-Eval framework can measure each MAS DSML’s comprehensiveness on agent domain concepts and their relations by comparing these languages’ metamodels with a reference MAS metamodel representing an all-embracing model of agent components. In addition to determining these metmodels’ domain coverage, the related analysis also enables the MAS developers to compare MAS DSMLs. Thus, after each DSML’s metamodel is evaluated according to this reference model, it is possible to provide quantitative information to MAS developers to infer which MAS DSML provides certain agent concepts and/or relationships more extensively. For instance, two MAS DSMLs can be compared through their support on Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent models (Rao and Georgeff, 1998) when these metamodels are first compared with the reference metamodel. They receive a compatibility degree, and finally, these degrees are compared with each other to give an idea on BDI coverage of these languages.

Many agent metamodel proposals (e.g., Bernon et al., 2005; Omicini et al., 2008; Beydoun et al., 2009; Hahn et al., 2009; Challenger et al., 2011; Garcia-Magarino, 2014; Tezel et al., 2016) exist in AOSE to model agent internals, communication between the agents and interaction of agents within MAS environments. However, it is difficult to use most of these metamodels for modeling wide-ranging agent systems since they include the description of agent meta-entities only for a specific MAS platform and/or an AOSE methodology such as Gaia (Zambonelli et al., 2003), INGENIAS (Pavon et al., 2005), Prometheus (Padgham and Winikoff, 2005) and Tropos (Bresciani et al., 2004). Some of these metamodels lack support on modeling runtime components critical to implement agent plans and agent interactions. Among all of these existing MAS metamodels, the FAML metamodel (Beydoun et al., 2009) was chosen as the reference metamodel, and utilized inside the AgentDSM-Eval framework. This metamodel is derived from the synthesis of the MAS concepts introduced with many relevant AOSE methodologies. It provides an inclusive definition of all fundamental agent concepts and their relations from both static and dynamic MAS modeling aspects.
The FAML metamodel consists of 2 layers, namely Design Time and Runtime. Definitions of entities such as agents, organizations, resources, interaction protocols, environment statements, tasks, goals, and message schemas are given in the design-time layer, while entities like beliefs, roles, plans, events, message actions are defined in the runtime layer. Also, each of these layers has two scopes, agent-external, and agent-internal. The FAML metamodel presents four different views to group classes into these four other areas of concern. Twenty-six concepts for design time and twenty-one concepts for runtime are defined in this metamodel including the relations between them.

In AgentDSM-Eval, FAML concepts are matched with the abstract syntax of a MAS DSML, which is being evaluated. To realize this matching, meta-entities defined inside the related MAS DSML’s metamodel should be determined. This process is manual inside the online AgentDSM-Eval tool when a serialized version (e.g., in XMI, Ecore, or JSON) of the MAS DSML’s metamodel is not available. However, it becomes semi-automatic when the serialized version of the DSML metamodel is available. The tool generates the definition of the meta-entities from the metamodel files and prepares them to match FAML concepts. If meta-entities named such as Agent, Belief, Goal, Plan are determined during the automatic generation of the definitions from the MAS metamodel, these entities are also automatically matched with the corresponding FAML concepts as the result of a keyword-based search. Other remaining meta-entities need to be checked manually. In all cases, the matching results need to be verified by a user who plays administrator roles in the AgentDSM-Eval tool before these results are used in the conducted multi-case studies. It is worth indicating that the MAS developers participating in the evaluation of MAS DSMLs do not need to concern with this matching process, as it is isolated from them. Only users of the AgentDSM-Eval online tool with administrator rights deal with this matching process and make the results of comparison with FAML ready for all remaining evaluations. Moreover, this comparison with FAML is required to be made just once for a specific MAS DSML, which means the administrators do not need to repeat this process as long as the MAS DSML does not change.

Upon completing the semi-automatic matching between FAML concepts and a MAS DSML metamodel, the similarities/commonalities between the FAML and the related DSML are determined automatically by the AgentDSM-Eval tool. Hence, the overall metamodel comparison is semi-automatic in which the matching process is manual in some situations (as discussed above), while the similarity/commonality determination is always performed automatically by the tool. After the comparison is completed, each MAS DSML receives a
quantitative comparison degree. These degrees can be used to evaluate different MAS DSMLs and help compare these DSMLs with each other.

### 2.2.2 Case Study Analysis

The case study analysis in the AgentDSM-Eval framework provides the assessment of results from conducting a series of MAS development studies (each named as a case study) in which a specific MAS DSML is utilized during the design and implementation of agent systems with varying complexities and business domains. The time elapsed for developing a MAS (Development Time) and the quantity of the produced outputs (Development Throughput) are considered during the case study analysis.

*Development Time* refers to the time an evaluator group spends for the problem analysis, modeling / design, development, and testing steps for a specified case study. As the number of evaluators (agent developers) increases, these measured times provide data suitable for the assessment of using the MAS DSML within each development step.

MAS DSMLs are expected to shorten development time, especially by reducing design time and implementation time. Design time can be shortened by providing an understandable DSML interface that facilitates MAS modeling via a graphical editor. A code generation utility can also enable developers to write less delta code by providing as many case study requirements as possible. From this perspective, the relationship between modeling / design time and implementation time can be analyzed. In the evaluation process, the development times can be analyzed specifically for the relevant case studies and can be used to analyze the average times elapsed for all case studies. As shown in the next section, AgentDSM-Eval presents a suitable environment to realize the above analysis on the development time by automatically processing the case study results, making the required calculations and automatically producing comparison tables. In these tables, it is also possible to examine whether using a MAS DSML shortens the development time by comparing times elapsed for developing the same agent systems without using this DSML.

The analysis of the *Development Throughput* is carried out from two different perspectives. Firstly, by examining the modeling outputs achieved from each language evaluator for each case study, the usage frequency of modeling elements belonging to a MAS DSML is determined. This assessment is important since it helps to infer which of the developers mostly
adopt meta-entities and/or viewpoints of the MAS DSML. It may also give clues on improving
MAS DSMLs in terms of their language elements, e.g., less commonly used or unused
language elements can be eliminated or replaced in the future versions of the language. The
related assessment can be performed for a specific case study, or an average result covering all
case studies can also be achieved within AgentDSM-Eval. To the best of our knowledge, such
kind of MAS DSML evaluation according to usage frequencies of modeling elements was not
previously performed in any AOSE study.

MAS DSMLs generally enable automatic generation of code from MAS models. Although
various code generation approaches (e.g., visitor-based, meta-programming, in-line generation,
code annotations, template-based) are followed in MDE of different software systems
(Sebastián et al., 2020), we see that current MAS DSMLs mostly use template-based code
generation (Syriani et al., 2018) techniques during the creation of artifacts such as source code
for the implementation of MAS. For this purpose, the serialized model of a MAS is parsed by
a template engine, and a code template is filled with a textual definition conforming to each
agent component identified in the model. However, the assessment with AgentDSM-Eval is,
in fact, independent from the type of code generation used inside a MAS DSML. It only
considers the performance evaluation of the applied code generation within this context, i.e.,
the amount of the generated code is measured. This performance measurement does not deal
with the way of how the code is generated. The high performance of code generation allows
the evaluator to add less delta code for MAS’s full implementation. So, the code generation
performance of a MAS DSML stands out as a relevant parameter to be measured. The second
perspective of the Development Throughput analysis considers the required evaluation. Based
on the conducted MAS development case studies, the code production performance of a MAS
DSML is analyzed automatically inside AgentDSM-Eval by comparing the generated code
with the final code. Like the previous aspects of the case study analysis, it is possible to realize
this development throughput analysis again for a specific MAS development case study. It may
also be performed to provide an average result covering all case studies.

2.3 Qualitative Evaluation

The qualitative evaluation of MAS DSMLs inside the AgentDSM-Eval framework is
performed by receiving feedback from the developers who experienced using the MAS DSML
being evaluated. For this purpose, the method of collecting data from users through a
FQAD framework (Kahraman and Bilgen, 2015), which is proposed for the qualitative assessment of DSLs with a list of quality characteristics. Within FQAD, a number of characteristics, which can be accepted as DSL assessment criteria, were defined. Each identified characteristic owns the description of sub-characteristics with quality measures. According to any FQAD characteristic, the evaluation of a DSL depends on evaluating this language employing the quality measures of this FQAD characteristic.

FQAD characteristics, named Functional Suitability, Usability, Reliability, Expressiveness, and Compatibility, are adopted in AgentDSM-Eval. However, both these characteristics and their definitions, which are initially derived to evaluate DSLs in general terms, are re-engineered and specialized in AgentDSM-Eval for the needs of assessing MAS DSMLs. In addition, AgentDSM-Eval defines a new quality assessment characteristic, called MAS Development with including five new quality measure descriptions. For instance, these new quality measures aim at receiving user’s feedback on whether the DSML facilitates MAS development or reporting the DSML’s coverage on concepts and relations required to design a MAS software.

As a result of re-engineering FQAD characteristics and adding the new MAS Development characteristic, the qualitative evaluation of MAS DSMLs is carried out in terms of 6 major characteristics and their quality measure descriptions. These six characteristics and a total of twenty-four quality measures are listed in Table 2.1. Upon completion of using a specific MAS DSML inside the multi-case studies, agent developers (evaluators) are requested to assess their experience on using this DSML. They score each quality measure of each characteristic between 1 and 5, where 1 means the worst point and 5 means the best point, for the related DSML feature.
Table 2.1: Quality characteristics and quality measures used inside AgentDSM-Eval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Characteristic</th>
<th>Quality Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional Suitability</td>
<td>1. All concepts and scenarios of the domain can be expressed in the MAS DSML (completeness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The MAS DSML is appropriate for the specific applications of the domain (e.g. to express an interaction between two agents) (appropriateness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>3. The required amount of effort for understanding the MAS DSML is small (comprehensibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. The MAS DSML’s concepts and symbols are easy to learn and remember (learnability).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. The MAS DSML has capability to help users achieving their tasks in a minimum number of steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. The MAS DSML is appropriate for the needs of agent developers (likeability, user perception).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Both operating and controlling the language are facilitated by the MAS DSML’s features (operability).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. The MAS DSML owns user-friendly graphical notations (attractiveness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. The language provides mechanisms for the compactness of the representation of the program (compactness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>10. The MAS DSML protects users against making errors and provides model checking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. The MAS DSML prevents the construction of wrong relations between language elements (correctness).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressiveness</td>
<td>12. It is easy to reflect a MAS design into an agent program easily with the DSML.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. The MAS DSML provides one and only one good way to express every MAS concept (unique).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. Each MAS DSML construct is used to represent exactly one distinct concept in the agent domain (orthogonal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. The language constructs correspond only to necessary agent domain concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. The MAS DSML does not contain any conflicting elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. The abstraction level of the MAS DSML is satisfactory for general modeling of MAS, i.e. it is free from specific definitions of agent deployment platforms such as JADE or JACK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>18. Using the MAS DSML to develop agent models fits in the general development process of MAS. The language can be used as part of an AOSE methodology with process phases and roles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. The MAS DSML is compatible with the MAS domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS Development</td>
<td>20. The MAS DSML makes MAS development easier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21. The MAS DSML is appropriate for the construction of specific agent architectures and/or autonomous agent planning models such as reactive agents or Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22. IDE of the MAS DSML is easy to use and provides a handy interface for software development from different MAS perspectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23. The MAS DSML is powerful enough to implement the general MAS structure with including the construction of agent plans, agent internals, communication between agents and agent interactions with the resources residing in the MAS environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. AgentDSM-Eval Tool

This section introduces the online tool that supports the assessment of MAS DSMLs following the evaluation framework discussed in the previous section. Having the same name as the evaluation framework, the AgentDSM-Eval tool has been designed and implemented as a web application that is publicly available (AgentDSM-Eval, 2019). AgentDSM-Eval tool is implemented based on the Google Firebase platform and hence empowered with Firebase Cloud functions leading to a serverless architecture. Vue.js Javascript library is used for the construction of AgentDSM-Eval’s interface. Also, we benefited from ApexCharts.js library for the visualization of the interactive evaluation graphs inside the tool.

The AgentDSM-Eval tool presents a user-friendly GUI to evaluate a MAS DSML from the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the AgentDSM-Eval framework. The tool can be used by both MAS DSML developers and MAS DSML users. MAS DSML developers can create profiles for their DSMLs inside the tool, including the languages’ introductory data and metadata definitions. Once a profile is created for a MAS DSML, it is possible to analyze and assess the results of using this DSML inside a multi-case study, performed by various MAS developers who play the evaluator role during the case studies. Evaluation results are stored in the system’s repository and can be examined with appropriate graphs, charts, etc. by any users at any time. In the following subsections, the tool’s features are discussed within two defined user perspectives: MAS DSML developers and MAS DSML users.

3.1 MAS DSML Developer Perspective

Before evaluating a MAS DSML, a profile for this language needs to be created inside the tool to add this language's specifications. For this purpose, an owner of a MAS DSML, who is mostly a MAS DSML developer from the developer team of this language, first enters the general information about the DSML, including its name, version, owner, and distribution URL, via an online form inside the tool. He/she then uploads the documents for the DSML’s metamodel definition and the multi-case study descriptions from the same interface.
The expected format for the MAS DSML metamodel definition is JSON. As discussed previously in subsection 2.2.1, this metamodel file is parsed by the AgentDSM-Eval tool. The meta-entities defined in this metamodel are automatically derived from this file to match them with the entities of the reference MAS metamodel (FAML). In case the DSML's metamodel definition is not available in JSON, it is also possible to manually enter concepts of the related DSML, select them from the given combo boxes and match them again with the reference metamodel entities. Figure 3.1 shows an example from this entity matching screen.

![Add New MAS DSML](image)

**Figure 3.1:** The interface for the matching between FAML reference metamodel entities and a MAS DSML's concepts

Definitions of the multi-case studies guiding to evaluate a MAS DSML are given in PDF documents. Each case study's name is entered, and the definition file for this case study is uploaded to the tool. During the execution of the case studies, the evaluators (MAS developers)
will benefit from these definitions to develop agent systems according to the agent system requirements given in these files.

3.2 MAS DSML User Perspective

Software developers, who are the end-users of MAS DSMLs, benefit from the online AgentDSM-Eval tool mainly for 1) participating in the multi-case evaluation of a specific MAS (as being an evaluator) and 2) examining the evaluation results of MAS DSMLs (possibly before choosing a DSML to develop a MAS).

Developers participate in the evaluation processes in AgentDSM-Eval by joining an evaluator group, performing MAS design and implementation activities within the multi-case studies and then giving feedback covering their experience on using DSMLs. Upon completion of the multi-case studies, the developers can use the tool to enter the data and upload files required for the quantitative evaluation and also answer the survey for the qualitative assessment.

Before using the evaluation forms of the AgentDSM-Eval tool, developers, who will participate in the study as the evaluators, should first read and approve the online consent letter which confirms their participation is entirely voluntary and they are free to refuse to answer the survey. Moreover, by approving this letter, the developers also accept that their evaluation data can be a part of public research reports but their names and personal data will be hidden and remaining data they entered will be anonymized in these reports.

The approval of the consent letter is followed by the section where the participants enter their personal data including e-mail address, gender, age, field of study (e.g. computer science, software engineering, electrical engineering), completed education (e.g. B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.), knowledge and experience on MAS and current occupation (e.g. student, researcher, worker in the industry).

After obtaining the personal information from each evaluator, the necessary data for quantitative and qualitative analysis are entered. First of all, an evaluator is required to enter the time he/she spent while developing a MAS in each case study. Elapsed time is entered in minutes individually for each step of MAS development, namely problem analysis, system modeling / design, implementation and testing (see Figure 3.2). Only numeric data can be entered and cannot be left blank for these measured times.
In addition to the elapsed times, the evaluator is also requested to upload three main compressed files achieved at the end of each MAS development case study. These files should be uploaded in .zip format via the interface shown in Figure 3.3. The first compressed file covers all software model artifacts created by using the DSML being evaluated. The second compressed file includes all code and any other system documents which are auto-generated according to the MAS models designed by this evaluator. Finally, the full project is uploaded as the third compressed file in which delta code written by this evaluator for the full MAS implementation are also included.

In the last section, the evaluators answer an online questionnaire to obtain their feedback on using the MAS DSML being evaluated. The questionnaire covers all quality measures of 6 quality characteristics we defined for assessing the DSMLs from the user perspective. Each of
these 24 quality measures (previously listed in Table 2.1) is shown along with six radio buttons. The evaluator scores each quality measure by clicking one of these buttons representing points from 1 to 5 on a Likert scale where one means "Very Bad" and five means "Very Good". When the evaluator clicks the sixth button (N/A), it means he/she prefers not scoring the DSML for the related quality measure, i.e., he/she thinks this quality measure is not applicable for the DSML being evaluated. In this case, this scoring will be omitted while calculating the final average point of the DSML for this quality measure achieved in the whole evaluator group.

After completing all input sections discussed above, the system generates a PDF document containing the evaluator's answers. This document is automatically downloaded to the evaluator's computer for backup purposes.

When data from the evaluators’ multi-case studies are obtained and the questionnaire is answered by all evaluators as described above, AgentDSM-Eval tool synthesizes all data, automatically processes them to generate quantitative and qualitative evaluation results and present these results to all interested parties including MAS developers and DSML implementers. These online results are always available and may be updated automatically as additional multi-case studies will be performed in the future for the same MAS DSML.

The evaluation results for each MAS DSML are shown to the users in 5 sections covering general information about the language, comparison with the reference model, development time performance, development throughput performance, and questionnaire-based quality assessment.

General information (e.g. name, version, access link) describing the evaluated MAS DSML is shown first. There is also the opportunity to switch into the evaluation interface. For instance, a user can proceed to the evaluation stage by selecting any case study. Conforming to the AgentDSM-Eval analysis specifications previously discussed in Sect. 2.2.1, results pertaining to the comparison of the language’s metamodel with the reference metamodel are shown in two different viewpoints in terms of FAML’s design time and run time perspectives. Firstly, the average result of the comparison from these two perspectives is shown by a donut graph. The percentage of supported and unsupported FAML concepts inside this MAS DSML is summarized. In the dropdown menus, comparison results are given in detail, i.e. each MAS DSML meta-entity is shown in green when a counterpart is found in FAML or shown in red otherwise. During the presentation of these comparison results, a user can also see the definition of each FAML concept in the related dropdown list.
Development time performance of the DSML, determined according to the case study analysis discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, is shown with the horizontal bar graphs. Average of the times elapsed during each stage (e.g. modeling, implementation) of MAS development with using the MAS DSML inside the multi-case studies are shown in these graphs. The interface provided by the AgentDSM-Eval tool also enables adding / removing the results of a specific case study to / from this comparison graph. Moreover, total average results achieved from the collection of all conducted case studies can be analyzed too.

Taking into account the analysis of development throughput (see Sect. 2.2.2), results showing the output performance of the MAS DSML are classified in two categories inside the tool. The first one presents the usage frequencies of modeling elements belonging to a MAS DSML. These results are achieved as the tool processes all MAS model instances created by all evaluators inside the multi-case studies. In addition to the aggregate frequencies, the comparison of usage frequencies of each modeling element can also be seen separately for each individual case study on the bar graphs.

In the second category, code generation performance of the MAS DSML is displayed. The AgentDSM-Eval tool automatically processes MAS development project files uploaded by each evaluator to the system and it calculates the overall code generation performance. With the provided horizontal bar graphs, it is possible to examine and compare the percentage of the generated code inside the complete code required for the full implementation of the MAS for each case study. The percentages here represent the code generation capability on the average, i.e. the average size of the code the DSML auto-generates from MAS models created by all evaluators. However, it is also possible to see the code generation performance per each conducted case study. Result graphs visualize the ratio of the size of the generated code over the size of the generated plus written code required for the full MAS implementation.

Finally, the results of the questionnaire-based quality assessment of the MAS DSML are shown to the users via two different interfaces. The tool processes all answers given by all evaluators for the AgentDSM-Eval quality characteristics (discussed previously in Sect. 2.3) and presents the average scores in radar graphs given in the first interface. Hence, both the total average score and the average scores specific for 6 different quality characteristics are shown in these graphs. In the second interface, the detailed analyses of the given scores are possible. For each quality characteristic, the distribution of the scores are shown in bar charts. Distribution is given in both total and case study bases. Furthermore, the distribution of the scores given for
each specific quality measure (see Table 2.1) of each quality characteristic is also shown to the users, hence the prominent measures per quality characteristics can be easily determined. Apart from showing the overall distribution, these charts again show score distribution of the quality measures for each specific case study.

All above discussed interfaces and the comparison diagrams of the AgentDSM-Eval for the evaluation of MAS DSMLs will be exemplified in the next section.

4. Evaluation of PDT using AgentDSM-Eval Framework

To give some flavor of utilizing the AgentDSM-Eval framework and its tool, the evaluation of one of the well-known MAS DSMLs, called PDT is discussed in this section. First, PDT is briefly introduced and then we discuss how the multi-case study method was applied. Finally, the evaluation results are presented.

4.1 PDT

Prometheus (Padgham and Winikoff, 2005) is an AOSE methodology which aims at simplifying the development process of intelligent agent systems. It specifically focuses on designing agent goals and plans mostly according to the BDI agent model (Rao and Georgeff, 1998). Three fundamental processes inside the Prometheus methodology are system specification, architectural design and detailed design.

During system specification, the objective of the system, usage scenarios and functionality of the system are shaped. Based on the fact that the agents are proactive and target oriented, the process starts by setting goals. Each identified goal facilitates setting subgoals and identification of use cases. After the system features are identified, the architectural design process starts. The aim of this process is to decide the types of agents in the MAS, clarifying the communication protocols between the agents and determining the general system structure. In Prometheus methodology, one or more functionalities are combined to form an agent type. The resulting agent types are modelled using the coupling diagrams and agent acquaintance diagrams. In addition, the characteristics of the communication between two agents are clarified by using the interaction diagrams and interaction protocols. Finally, the general system structure diagram is created in which the types of agents and the interfaces and the limits of the system are described in terms of actions and perceptions. The final process
considers the detailed design where the internal design of the agents in terms of capabilities, the processes and the events for interaction protocols and the details of the capabilities in terms of plans and data are determined. Agent overview diagrams and capability description diagrams are used to model the internal architectures of the agents. Capability diagrams are created for elaborating the capabilities.

Prometheus methodology is supported by a software tool, called “Prometheus Design Tool” (Prometheus/PDT), hereafter we shortly call PDT (Thangarajah et al., 2005; PDT, 2011), which is a product of Intelligent Agents Research Group at RMIT University, Australia. PDT also presents a DSML whose graphical concrete syntax enables users to visually model e.g. agents, goals, plans and communications based on the descriptions of the above mentioned Prometheus diagram types. PDT is publicly available as an Eclipse plugin and the developers may create MAS models conforming to Prometheus specifications inside its IDE by drag and drop techniques. Figure 4.1 includes a screenshot from PDT IDE which depicts how a visual model of Prometheus system roles can be created by using the modeling palette at the right.

In addition to supporting the fundamental process of Prometheus, PDT also includes a code generator to achieve implementation of the modeled agents and plans for the JACK agent execution platform (JACK, 2001). JACK is a MAS platform built on the Java programming language. BDI agents can be implemented using JACK API as being the extensions of predefined Java classes. It is a product of AOS Group and used in the development of many industrial autonomous agent applications. Although JACK is a commercial product, it also provides an academic license.

Taking into consideration all the above features, PDT was chosen to demonstrate the use of AgentDSM-Eval framework in this study. Evaluators used PDT to develop agent systems and achieved outputs were evaluated according to the AgentDSM-Eval criteria.
4.2 Metamodel Analysis

Before evaluating PDT DSML, its language profile was created inside the AgentDSM-Eval tool by entering its name, version and other identifying information as described in Sect. 3.1. Then, this language’s metamodel definition was converted to JSON format and matching its meta-entities (including Actor, Action, Percept, Role, Data, Goal, Scenario, Agent, Message, Capability and Plan) with FAML reference metamodel was completed inside the tool. These matchings were controlled by a MAS DSML developer before the AgentDSM-Eval tool processed them and produced the comparison results. Achieved results can be seen by any user via the provided online interface.

The results, originating from the comparison of PDT metamodel with the design time and runtime concepts of FAML, will be discussed later in Sect. 4.4. When the general information on this DSML was entered and its metamodel comparison with FAML was completed, the interface for the MAS developers to evaluate PDT was ready as seen in Figure 4.2.
4.3 Evaluation Process

The evaluation of PDT was performed within the context of developing two different MAS. Sixteen agent developers voluntarily participated in this study as evaluators. All evaluators were students of computer related fields and passed graduate courses called Advanced Software Engineering, Agent-oriented Software Development and Multi-agent Systems, taught in the Computer Engineering Department and International Computer Institute (ICI) of Ege University. Six of the evaluators were Ph.D. candidates while the remaining were M.Sc. students. The ages of ten evaluators were between 22 and 25, and the rest were older than 26.

On the average, the evaluators had at least 1.5 years MAS design and implementation experience covering the application of AOSE methodologies and using some agent development APIs like JADE (JADE, 2000) and JACK (JACK, 2001). In addition, all evaluators were familiar with software engineering methodologies, mostly based on UML and having at least 5 years’ experience on using various IDEs. 60% of the evaluators were also working in the industry at the time of this evaluation performed and they possessed the experience of developing software in industrial scale (4 years on average).

Before the evaluation process, a review on PDT was given to this evaluators group, and then, they developed a mini project to familiarize with PDT IDE and its modeling features. This step
ensures countervailing their level of familiarity to the target language and minimizes the threat of validity regarding evaluators.

4.3.1 Selected Case Studies

Evaluators developed two different MAS inside two case studies. The first case consists of the design and implementation of an autonomous agent-based garbage collector system while the second is the realization of a hotel reservation scenario in which customer agents reserve rooms on behalf of its users. Each case study serves for a different MAS application domain including various features of agents. Moreover, modeling and implementation complexities vary in each case study where the developers face the changing difficulties of developing both agent internals and MAS organizations. As can be seen from the following descriptions of the case studies, the implementation of the case study 1 is expected to be relatively easy when we consider the number of agent types and the coverage of each agent internal structure including agent beliefs, goals and plans. However, the case study 2 requires the design and implementation of more complex agent internals as well as complicated agent interactions inside the MAS.

In the following, the description of each case study is given including the system requirements.

1. Case Study 1 - Garbage Collector System: You are requested to analyze, design and implement a multi-agent system aimed at collecting garbage in different types in a specific environment. There are 2 types of agents in the system. The Manager agent will send a message to the Collector agents. The message is about garbage (there will be 3 types of garbage: plastic, paper and glass) in the environment. Collector agents will reply with a message to the Manager agent indicating whether the relevant garbage can be collected or cannot be collected, according to the belief which is expressing the type of garbage it can collect. The answers about rejection or acceptance of collecting the garbage will be sent to the Manager with two separate plans. If a message, saying a garbage can be collected, is received (the case where the collector agent confirms the garbage collection), then the Manager agent will assume that the garbage has been collected. The garbage in the environment can be created statically during the initialization of the Manager agent.

2. Case Study 2 - Hotel Reservation System: You are requested to analyze, design and implement a multi-agent hotel reservation system. In the system there should be
Customer Agents to represent the users seeking hotel rooms, Hotel Agents to represent the hotels and Matchmaker Agents to mediate the interaction between customer and hotel agents. A Customer Agent, who wants to reserve hotel rooms on behalf of a user, first asks for the appropriate hotel agents to a Matchmaker Agent who registers Hotel Agents representing real hotels in this scenario. Following their initialization, each Hotel Agent should send its communication address and the location of the hotel it represents (city name) to the Matchmaker Agent. A Customer Agent requesting a room reservation, searches for Hotel Agents by communicating with the Matchmaker Agent by giving the desired location. Matchmaker Agent responds back with the addresses of the appropriate hotel agents. Upon receiving the addresses of the hotel agents, the Customer Agent immediately sends query messages to all hotel agents indicating the hotel rank (e.g. five-star) and the room price. Conforming to the Contract Net Protocol, the hotel agents may or may not answer to this query within a predefined deadline (e.g. 30 seconds). Hotel agents can randomly decide whether to reply or not. Customer agent receives the replies and chooses one of the replying agents to make the reservation. If just one hotel agent replies positively, the reservation will automatically be made on this hotel. If multiple proposals are received, then the Customer Agent’s decision should be based on the lowest-price or first come first served basis when more than one lowest prices exist. Location, rank and price information for each Hotel Agent can be given during the initialization of these agents.

Above descriptions of the case studies were given to the evaluators and they were requested to develop the required agent systems with or without using PDT. Each case study was performed in two sessions. In the first session, the evaluators developed the requested MAS by using PDT, completing the auto-generated JACK code for full implementation and testing the system. In the second session, they developed the whole system without using PDT, i.e. they can apply any AOSE methodology but they should code the system from scratch. During each session, the evaluators saved the times they spent for each stage of MAS development. The evaluators approved the online consent letter and filled the personal information form. Then they entered all measured times and uploaded project files to the AgentDSM-Eval tool via the interface previously shown in Figure 3.3. All sessions were held in the software research laboratory of ICI at Ege University. Upon completion of the MAS development sessions, all evaluators answered the online questionnaire to give their feedback on using PDT DSML.
4.4 Evaluation Results

Based on the evaluators’ outputs achieved from the multi-case MAS development studies, the AgentDSM-Eval tool generated the results for evaluating PDT. In the following subsections, results on the comparison with the reference model, development time performance, development throughput performance and questionnaire-based quality assessment are given in two main titles as quantitative evaluation and qualitative evaluation.

4.4.1 Quantitative Evaluation Results

As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the quantitative evaluation covers the analysis on the comparison with the reference metamodel, the development time and development outputs.

4.4.1.1 Results of comparing PDT metamodel with the MAS Reference Metamodel

The AgentDSM-Eval tool processed the serialized metamodel of PDT, given in JSON and compared it with the FAML metamodel to generate the ratio of compatibility level. Figure 4.3 shows the results. As can be seen from this figure, PDT supports 53.5% of both design time and runtime components of FAML. That can be interpreted as PDT partially enabling the general modeling of agents and the interaction between the agents when we consider the FAML specifications for MAS design. Moreover, PDT’s support on MAS runtime concepts seems better than design time, i.e. it is capable of modeling agent goals, beliefs and executed plans more than the specification of interaction protocols, MAS organization ontologies and resource specifications.
In Figure 4.3., there are dropdown menus (below the donut chart) from which the details of metamodel matching are available. The users can benefit from these menus to see which FAML concepts are represented in PDT from both design time and run time perspectives. Each concept, which has a match in PDT DSML, is shown in green color while the others are marked with red (see Figure 4.4) inside these menus of AgentDSM-Eval tool. In addition, when a matching line is clicked, the definition of each concept of the reference model is shown to guide users during examination of these results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAML Concept</th>
<th>Prometheus/PDT Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action Specification</td>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent Definition</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Statement</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FAML Definition:** A Boolean statement about the environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet Action Specification</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facet Definition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.4: Detailed list of matching between PDT and FAML concepts
4.4.1.2 Results of Case Study Analysis

According to data obtained from the evaluators’ MAS development sessions, AgentDSM-Eval tool generated the results on PDT’s performance on development time and development throughput. The screenshot given in Figure 4.5 displays the horizontal bar graph of the elapsed times in each case study. Measured times are given in minutes for each stage of system development. Average of the case studies is given in the orange bar named “All Case Studies”. It is worth indicating that this graph is dynamically generated by the AgentDSM-Eval tool. It is possible to add or remove any case study from this comparison via using the menu at the right side of the graph. Hence, when a new case study is performed for the evaluation of a MAS DSML, AgentDSM-Eval integrates measured times for this case study to the existing results for this MAS DSML without any human intervention.

![Development Times Analysis](image)

Figure 4.5: Comparison results of the development times elapsed for the case studies using PDT

The graph in Figure 4.5 shows that in every stage of MAS development, the developers (evaluators) spent more time while developing the Hotel Reservation System (Case Study 2) in comparison with the Garbage Collector System (Case Study 1). This confirms that the complexity of both implementing internal architectures of each agent and constructing the messaging between the agents was higher in the second case study. One interesting result originates from comparing modeling and implementation times. Evaluators spent similar times for modeling the requested MAS with PDT and completing the generated JACK code to achieve the full implementation. Although the modeling and programming capabilities of the evaluators have the effect on this result, one can deduce the utilization of PDT’s modeling IDE
is more challenging than the expected and/or PDT’s translational semantics lead to the
generation of a limited number of artefacts. However, we need to consider the development of
the same systems without using PDT to evaluate both PDT’s development time performance
in general and compare its effect on modeling / design and implementation stages. Once a user
needs to reach the related results, AgentDSM-Eval also produces the comparisons between the
times elapsed for implementing MAS with using a MAS DSML and without using this DSML.
During the execution of the multi-case studies, our evaluators participated in developing the
same agent systems without using PDT in additional case study sessions as discussed in Sect.
4.3.1. Hence, AgentDSM-Eval tool also processed these results and created the graphs for
comparing times elapsed for each MAS development with and without using PDT. Screenshots
given in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 include these comparisons.

The comparison within the scope of each specific multi-case study is available as shown in
Figure 4.6. In this figure, we can see the comparison of times elapsed for each stage of MAS
development during the second case study, Hotel Reservation MAS. Based on these results, it
is shown that the evaluators spent similar times during problem analysis (with or without using
PDT). This is expected since the problem analysis depends on the complexity of the MAS and
is independent of the development language. So, use of PDT had a minor effect on the problem
analysis. On the other hand, MAS modeling took more time during development using PDT.
The main reason is the developers designed the agent models of the Hotel Reservation System
in various PDT graph types (see Sect. 4.1) and static semantic controls were made on these
models before code generation. Thus, modeling with PDT extended the length of the design
time. However, that sacrifice in design time brought a significant gain during the
implementation of the MAS. On the average, the evaluators spent almost twice as much time
during implementation without using PDT. Auto-code generation plus code completion took
approximately 65 min. while preparing all required JACK code from scratch took 132 min.
Use of PDT also decreased the testing of the related MAS implementation.
Development time comparison from the averages of all conducted case studies is also available from the interface provided by the AgentDSM-Eval tool. In Figure 4.7, the comparison of average times of MAS development with and without using PDT is shown. The results show that evaluators saved time mostly in the implementation stage when they used PDT. In general, use of PDT reduced the total MAS development time to approximately three quarters. Addition of the measurements from new case studies may naturally affect these results. Evaluators may easily enter these new measurements into AgentDSM-Tool and the tool automatically updates the existing comparison results by integrating these new ones.
The analysis according to the development throughput starts with the comparison of the usage frequencies of PDT meta-entities. As previously discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, one of the novel features of the AgentDSM-Eval framework is to provide users which meta-entities of a MAS DSML are mostly adopted and used by the agent developers during MAS implementations. For this purpose, the tool processes all instance models created by the agent developers, determines the frequencies of each modeling element (instances of the language’s meta-entities) and generates graphs reflecting these frequencies. The whole process is automatic. During the evaluation of PDT, the same process was executed and the tool created the comparison graph shown in Figure 4.8. In this graph, each horizontal bar shows the number of occurrences of a modeling entity for each case study. Moreover, next to individual case study results, the graph also shows the total number of times a given modeling entity is used (in orange-colored bars). By using the menu at the right, the results pertaining to a specific case study can be added or removed for the comparison.
According to these results, the developers used mostly the instances of Goal and Action meta-entities during modeling the Garbage Collector MAS while Capability and Actor elements were used the least. For the Hotel Reservation MAS, again Goal and Action entities were used as well as Agent instances while Actor, Scenario and Capability entities were less frequently used. Originating from the aggregate results, one can say that the developers mostly preferred using PDT’s Action, Goal and Agent elements during modeling whereas Capability and Actor elements were used rarely. The results should be interpreted by also taking into account both the complexities of each case study and appropriateness of each model element to the specific needs of these case studies. Hence, the results may change with the inclusion of new MAS implementations. Based on the current results, designers of PDT may think of re-engineering the formulation of Capability and Actor models inside PDT metamodel definition.

Code generation performance of PDT was also evaluated during the development throughput analysis. For this purpose, AgentDSM-Eval tool automatically parsed project files uploaded by all evaluators, processed them to determine the ratio of the auto-generated lines of code (LoC) inside the whole implementation and displayed these ratios for individual case studies as well as the average of these case studies. Figure 4.9 is the screenshot taken from the AgentDSM-
Eval tool which shows PDT’s code generation performance. According to this graph, we can see that 39% of the code required for implementing the Garbage Collector MAS were automatically generated by only modeling with PDT. That percentage is the average of all evaluators. Similarly, an evaluator needed to complete 64% of the code to implement the Hotel Reservation MAS on the average. Based on these measurements, approximately 38% of a MAS implementation can be achieved automatically by just using PDT.

![Graph showing PDT language’s code generation performance](image)

Figure 4.9: PDT language’s code generation performance

### 4.4.2 Qualitative Evaluation Results

Use of PDT was assessed qualitatively according to the AgentDSM-Eval framework’s quality characteristics and their quality measures (introduced in Sect. 2.3). For this purpose, agent developers, who participated in the multi-case study, answered the online questionnaire which is composed of 24 quality measures listed in Table 2.1. The evaluators scored each quality measure between 1-5 points. All scores were processed inside the AgentDSM-Eval tool and average scores were calculated. In addition to PDT’s general assessment score, the average scores achieved both for each quality characteristic and this characteristic’s each specific quality measure were calculated.

In the first screen, AgentDSM-Eval displays average scores for each quality characteristic and total average via a radar graph. Figure 4.10 showed the results for PDT. When a user clicks one of the quality characteristics, the average score for this characteristic is displayed. Moreover, by using the dropdown menu at the top, scores for the quality measures of the quality characteristic selected on the radar graph are displayed in bar charts.
Based on the evaluators’ answers to the questionnaire, PDT got 3.5 points for Functional Suitability, 3.13 points for Usability, 3.13 points for Reliability, 3.14 points for Expressiveness, 3.28 points for Compatibility and 3.06 points for MAS Development. The average of these quality characteristics is 3.21 points which is the overall result for the quality assessment.

From these scores, we can see that the evaluators generally found the features of PDT useful in MAS development since all of the scores are above the average in the 1-5 points scale. Functionality of PDT was mostly confirmed which means the evaluators agreed on PDT’s support on expressing the domain-specific concepts and its suitability for the specific agent applications. Taking into consideration the points given to the quality measures of Usability characteristics, PDT’s graphical notations were mostly found user friendly. However, the evaluators also thought that design with PDT is quite difficult, i.e. it requires many design steps to complete the model.

For the reliability characteristic, the evaluators generally acknowledged PDT’s static semantics controls, i.e. preventing the wrong relation constructions while model checking features need to be improved. On the other hand, Expressiveness of the language was mostly confirmed since the orthogonality of the MAS concepts defined in PDT was found sufficient by the evaluators as well as the level of abstraction from specific agent platforms was appreciated. However, the evaluators found that transition from design to agent programs was quite challenging and the notations in the language needed to be revised to represent each agent concept.

Compatibility with AOSE methodologies was generally confirmed with the evaluators’ responses, which means PDT fits in the general development process of MAS. Although the
evaluators mostly found PDT’s MAS Development features above the average, the assessment scores given for this characteristic were lower in comparison with the previous characteristics.

AgentDSM-Eval tool presents additional graphs and charts for the detailed analysis of the scores when a user clicks a quality characteristic in Figure 4.10. Number of answers and their distribution can be seen from these graphs. Also, the average score received for each quality measure is also displayed in addition to the distribution of the answers for these specific quality measures. Furthermore, all of these distributions are displayed for each case study. Due to space limitations, here, we give examples of these detailed graphs only for the analysis of MAS Development characteristics. Graphs for the remaining quality characteristics and their quality measures, generated for PDT evaluation are available online in (AgentDSM-Eval, 2019).

The evaluators were requested to score PDT’s MAS development features according to the measures numbered between 20 and 24 in Table 2.1. Figure 4.11 shows the general distribution of the scores given for all quality measures of MAS Development characteristic. Points given by the evaluators are mostly within the range between 2 and 4. 1 and 5 points were rarely given. In the same bar graph, AgentDSM-Eval also shows the distribution of the scores specific for each conducted case study with the different colors. Results for any case study can be added to or removed from the graph using the menu icon resided at the upper right corner.

Figure 4.11: Distribution of the scores given for PDT’s assessment according to MAS Development characteristic
The average of the scores given for each quality measure of MAS Development characteristic is also displayed inside the AgentDSM-Tool (see Figure 4.12). The x-axis of the bar chart is dynamically created with the numbers of the quality measures being inspected. Description of each measure is also listed at the bottom of the bar chart in dropdown menus to guide the users. Again, the average scores are given both for total and each specific case study. Red line in the graph shows the grand average for the quality characteristic, here MAS Development. When each quality measure description is clicked in the dropdown menu, the score distribution for this quality measure is also displayed as similar to the graph in Figure 4.11.

Based on the current distribution, we can say that the evaluators found PDT is capable of modeling agents according to the well-known agent architectures. For PDT, that support mainly originated from its pre-built components for BDI modeling. It seems that the graphical modeling environment of PDT was generally accredited by the evaluators based on the average score for the quality measure no. 24. However, in comparison with the other quality measures, PDT’s IDE was evaluated as quite complicated for MAS development from different modeling viewpoints. In fact, this score is consistent with PDT’s assessment within the remaining characteristics as we previously discussed at the beginning of this subsection. For instance, the evaluators also found the use of PDT a little challenging in the sense of complex design steps. Moreover, the transition from design to implementation was scored relatively lower when compared to the other quality measures of the Expressiveness characteristic. Nevertheless, PDT was evaluated as a convenient language for MAS development since it was found above the average for the corresponding quality characteristic.
As previously discussed, AgentDSM-Eval’s quality characteristics and quality measures can also be used to compare various MAS DSMLs, guiding developers when choosing the most appropriate language for the MDE of a MAS. To exemplify how these characteristics and measures can be used for this purpose, the evaluators are asked to answer the same questionnaire for three additional MAS DSMLs on which they have prior experience. These DSMLs are SEA_ML, Sam, and DSML4BDI.

SEA_ML (Challenger et al., 2014; Challenger et al., 2018) provides modeling MAS with various viewpoints, each representing a different aspect for developing agent systems, especially considering their interactions with the web services defined by service ontologies. The built-in SEA_ML code generator leads to achieving MAS source code for MAS implementations and execution platforms, including JADE (JADE, 2000) and JACK (JACK,
Sam (Faccin and Nunes, 2017) supports the design and implementation of BDI agents. It enables both the graphical design of BDI plans and implementing these plans for BDI4JADE agent execution platform (BDI4JADE, 2011). Finally, DSML4BDI (Kardas et al., 2018) also provides the MDE of agents according to BDI principles. The agent structure, composed of plans, beliefs, rules, and goals, can be modeled with DSML4BDI as well as visually designing the logical expressions required for creating agent plans. Agent descriptions derived from DSML4BDI models can be executed on the Jason platform (Jason, 2007). In addition to the evaluators' prior knowledge and experience, the above languages are selected for this evaluation since they are fully-functional with their modeling and implementation tools that are accessible online and running at the time of conducting this evaluation.

Table 4.1 lists the evaluators' average points for all these MAS DSMLs for each specific AgentDSM-Eval quality characteristic. As can be seen, PDT's scores are also added to this table to compare these DSMLs. According to this evaluation, three languages, DSML4BDI, PDT, and SEA_ML, scored above the average when we consider all MAS DSML quality characteristics, i.e., the evaluators confirmed that using these languages can be beneficial in the development of MAS.

SEA_ML got the highest point for the functional suitability, which means almost all evaluators agreed on SEA_ML's support on modeling specific MAS applications and its expressive power on the wide range coverage of agent domain concepts required to construct various MAS. SEA_ML's features on both enabling the MAS's reliability being designed and facilitating the MAS development with a convenient IDE are well acknowledged.

Sam got the lowest points, and hence, in the overall assessment, it felt behind the average. The developers considered the relatively weak compatibility of the language with the MAS domain. The same also happened with respect to comprehensibility, learnability, operability, and the general usability of the language's graphical notations.

PDT seems to represent a fair MAS DSML with moderate features within this comparison group. Although it was scored above the average for all AgentDSM-Eval quality characteristics, the results showed that the evaluators prefer DSML4BDI or SEA_ML in pairwise comparisons with PDT taking into account all quality measures.

As it is clearly shown in the results, DSML4BDI language was favored by the evaluators within this group. Usability of DSML4BDI's modeling notations and IDE and its level of concept
coverage and suitability to the applications domain were all confirmed with the higher points almost closer to 5. Although many features of DSML4BDI helped to receive this score, probably it came to the fore with its built-in support of detailed logical expression modeling required for constructing elaborate agent plans and having visual notations with more customizable and dynamic representations based on the newest Sirius environment (Sirius, 2015) instead of solely Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) (GEF, 2004), as is the case in the remaining MAS DSMLs, which is quite old and difficult to use.

Table 4.1: Average scores of each MAS DSML for each AgentDSM-Eval quality characteristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAS DSML</th>
<th>DSML4BDI</th>
<th>PDT</th>
<th>Sam</th>
<th>SEA_ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressiveness</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS Development</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While these four languages were compared in the above according to the quality characteristics defined in this study, the comparison results herein need to be extended with the quantitative results of applying AgentDSM-Eval’s multi-case study and measuring the development time and throughput for all of these different MAS DSMLs similar to the complete evaluation performed for PDT. Hence, with the combination of these quantitative analyses and evaluation, the order and the user preference of these languages may change. However, a complete discussion on conducting and analyzing such a very large-scale comparative evaluation would need further investigation and individually compose another full-length research paper by nature.
4.5 Threats to the validity

As it is the case in any evaluation study, there are also some threats to the performed evaluation's validity. First, a relatively limited number of evaluators could participate in the assessment. Compared to the many other computer science and software engineering disciplines, AOSE is a young research field. Hence, the number of developers having an interest in MAS implementation is relatively low. Also, we had to consider only graduate students with knowledge and experience on programming agents since courses covering AOSE topics are mostly given at the graduate level worldwide. The length and comprehensiveness of the conducted multi-case studies also affected the number of volunteers since they were requested to implement two different MAS using the DSML completely. They had to repeat the development of each of these MAS without using this DSML.

Second, a single evaluator group was used instead of two different groups, which could pose a threat to the execution phase. We experienced using both single and double evaluator groups in our previous empirical studies on evaluating both different MAS DSMLs (e.g., Kardas et al., 2017; Kardas et al., 2018; Miranda et al., 2019) and DSMLs in other industrial domains (e.g., Saritas and Kardas, 2014; Arslan and Kardas, 2020). Using a single group may raise the risk that the evaluators take advantage of their prior development experience using the MAS DSML while developing the same MAS without using this MAS DSML (or vice-versa). Using two groups may minimize this risk. However, in the case of two groups, the qualitative evaluation based on the user feedback will not be completed fruitfully since the groups with or without using the MAS DSML will be different. It is crucial for the questionnaire-based comparison that a single group implements the same MAS with or without using this MAS DSML. There is also the difficulty of creating two homogeneous groups with almost the same level of domain knowledge, experience, and skills. Randomizing the order of the evaluator groups and/or the applied case studies can be an option. For instance, we followed such a randomization technique on evaluating the usability of the syntax of a MAS DSML in (Miranda et al., 2019) where evaluator groups and MAS development case studies are randomized.

However, we could not follow the same approach here due to: 1) the enormous size of the case studies, complete implementation of two complex MAS from scratch instead of just modeling as is the case in (Miranda et al., 2019); 2) time limitations for the experiments; and 3) the unavailability of all evaluators for such an extensive repeating model of evaluation. Nevertheless, the current assessment showed that using the MAS DSML succeeded in shortening the development time and generating the executable artifacts.
Third, the structure and the coverage of the case studies may influence the results. Variations on the case studies would affect the evaluation of a MAS DSML’s comprehension and support on various aspects of agent modeling. During the conducted evaluation, one case study is selected to examine the language’s capability to model agent internals, e.g., goals and plans. In contrast, while the other case study is formalized, especially to investigate whether modeling with this DSML considers the complicated agent interactions inside a MAS.

It is worth indicating that all the above validity threats are only specific to the MAS DSML evaluation discussed in this paper and do not originate from the AgentDSM-Eval framework’s features. It is possible to conduct a multi-case study for evaluating a MAS DSML with many more participants and case studies using our tool. The AgentDSM-Eval tool's capacity within this context is only limited to the storage capacity of its underlying technologies Cloud Firestore and Google Cloud Storage, to store all evaluation data and materials. Moreover, using two different evaluator groups and randomizing both these groups and the case studies’ order are possible while using the AgentDSM-Eval framework if the risks mentioned above of following such an approach can be minimized. Multiple groups can use both the framework itself and the tool for evaluating the same MAS DSML.

5. Related Work

Originating mainly from various agent metamodel definitions (e.g. Bernon et al., 2005; Omicini et al., 2008; Beydoun et al., 2009; Hahn et al., 2009; Challenger et al., 2011; Garcia-Magarino, 2014; Tezel et al., 2016), AOSE researchers have made significant efforts on the derivation of DSLs / DSMLs for facilitating the MDE of MAS (Kardas and Gomez-Sanz, 2017). Among these studies, Agent-DSL (Kulezsa et al., 2005) is used for modeling agent features, like knowledge, interaction and autonomy. Rougemaille et al. (Rougemaille et al., 2007) define abstract syntax of two agent modeling languages specialized for modeling the adaptivity of agents.

Applying some of the AOSE methodologies are supported with DSML tools for visual MAS modeling and code generation. For instance, PDT (Thangarajah et al., 2005) and Prometheus Graphical Editor (PGE) (Gascuena et al., 2012) enable modeling of agents and their interactions according to Prometheus methodology and lead the implementation of the modeled agents in JACK platform. Similarly, Pavon et al. (Pavon et al., 2006) suggest using a tool called
IDK for agent software development by following the principles of INGENIAS MAS methodology (Pavon et al., 2005). Fuentes-Fernandez et al. (Fuentes-Fernandez et al., 2010) discuss how an agent modeling environment can be generated to support both the lifecycle and the tasks of INGENIAS methodology again.

Hahn (Hahn, 2008) introduces a DSML4MAS language, whose abstract syntax is structured into several aspects, each focusing on a specific viewpoint of a MAS. Graphical notations for the concepts and relations are defined to provide a visual concrete syntax. Furthermore, DSML4MAS supports the deployment of modeled MASs both in JACK (JACK, 2001) and JADE (JADE, 2000) agent platforms by providing an operational semantics over model transformations. The metamodel of DSML4MAS is employed in (Ayala et al., 2014) as a source metamodel to support the modeling of context aware systems. Agents created from these models are run in the ambient intelligence devices.

Ciobanu and Juravel (Ciobanu and Juravel, 2012) define and implement a language for mobile agents. They generate a text editor with auto-completion and error signaling features and present a way of code generation for agent systems starting from their textual description. Likewise, SEA_L (Demirkol et al., 2013; Challenger et al., 2016a) and JADEL (Bergenti et al., 2017) are two agent DSLs both providing textual syntaxes based on Xtext specifications (Eysholdt and Behrens, 2010). Agents and services used by the agents can be modeled with SEA_L and these models can be used to implement agents on JADEX agent platform (JADEX, 2007) which is a reasoning engine for executing BDI agents. JADEL is designed to support the effective implementation of JADE agents by natively supporting agent-oriented abstractions. Finally, Srdejovic et al. (Srdejovic et al., 2018) introduce another agent DSL, called ALAS, to allow software developers to create intelligent agents having reasoning systems based on non-axiomatic logic. It is possible to convert ALAS code to Java code and hence execute agents.

The work conducted in (Goncalves et al., 2015) aims at creating a UML-based agent modeling language, called MAS-ML, which is able to graphically model various types of agent internal architectures. ERE-ML (HoseinDoost et al., 2019) extends MAS-ML according to the concepts of emergency response environments and presents a modeling environment to MDD of agents for disaster management. However, the language only provides static environment modeling and runtime dependent agent interactions and the coordination and collaboration strategies can not be modeled with ERE-ML.
SEA_ML language, introduced in (Challenger et al., 2014), supports graphical modeling of MAS and enables the construction of modeled agents over a series of model-to-code transformations. Specifically, it supports the detailed modeling of the interactions between agents and semantic web services to realize service discovery, agreement and execution dynamics.

Wautelet and Kolp (Wautelet and Kolp, 2016) investigate how a model-driven framework can be constructed to develop BDI agents by proposing strategic, tactical and operational views. Although it is possible to convert generated dependencies to BDI agents, the implementation of the required transformations and code generation are not included in the study. Based on this framework, MAS implementations can be built from high level analysis models, called the Rationale Trees (Wautelet et al., 2017).

A development method to design and implement agents via a transformation between agent models to platform-specific code is discussed in (Faccin and Nunes, 2017). This method can be applied by using a modeling tool, called Sam, in which graphical modeling of agents and generating source code for BDI4JADE agent framework (BDI4JADE, 2011) are possible. Sam delegates to the developers the task of implementing domain-specific code that cannot be represented using this tool. DSML4BDI (Kardas et al., 2018) is another DSML proposed for creating agents conforming to BDI architecture. In addition to modeling internal structure of agents, their beliefs, goals, events and knowledgebase, DSML4BDI specifically allows modeling the difficult logical expressions, which might be used in any agent plan or rule. It is possible to generate agent descriptions from these models for implementing them on the open source Jason platform (Jason, 2007), which is an interpreter for an extended version of a Prolog-like logic programming language for BDI agents.

Although all abovementioned DSML studies contribute MDD of MAS by introducing dedicated metamodels and model transformations for agent implementations, the vast majority of these studies do not include an evaluation of both the usability of the proposed languages and generated artefacts. Instead, they just exemplify how the new DSML and its supporting tools can be used to develop agent systems. Only a few of them (Challenger et al., 2016b; Faccin and Nunes, 2017; Kardas et al., 2017; Kardas et al., 2018) can be said considering the evaluation of their proposed methods and/or agent DSMLs.

As we previously discussed in Section 2, the evaluation framework in (Challenger et al., 2016b) brings a way of evaluating MAS DSMLs systematically within the perspective of use cases
and specifically shows how this approach can be used to evaluate SEA_ML (Challenger et al., 2014). In fact, AgentDSM-Eval refines the methodology and the metrics of this framework, introduces new quantitative and qualitative metrics to generalize the approach and it specifically enriches the usability assessment of the MAS DSMLs based on the user feedback. DSML4BDI’s (Kardas et al., 2018) code generation performance and time savings are measured using Challenger et al.’s framework. Cost of both building model transformations between MAS DSMLs and applying these transformations to extend the execution platform support of these DSMLs over language interoperability (Kardas et al., 2017) is also analyzed using the same evaluation framework. The evaluation of Sam tool in (Faccin and Nunes, 2017) consists of investigating whether the tool both facilitates the agent developers’ understanding of an existing BDI agent project and/or improves the evolution of an existing BDI agent project. Moreover, Sam tool’s language elements and code generation performance are evaluated in the same study according to Challenger et al.’s framework (Challenger et al., 2016b) again. However, all of these studies take into account evaluating the features of only one specific MAS DSML, which is also created by the same researchers and hence it is difficult to generalize these evaluations to apply for other MAS DSMLs.

Finally, in our recent work (Silva et al., 2018; Miranda et al., 2019), we investigate how the graphical syntax of MAS DSMLs can be improved by applying the principles of the “Physics” of Notations (Moody, 2009). The hypothesis is examined under 4 research goals covering comprehensiveness, usability, effectiveness, and efficiency. The experiments conducted by the participants show that the participants are more likely to select the refined graphical syntax for the agent modeling languages and the new symbols are easy to understand. Use of the approach is demonstrated over the graphical syntax of SEA_ML (Challenger et al., 2014) and DSML4MAS (Hahn, 2008) languages. The structure of these evaluations is naturally not fully-fledged as AgentDSM-Eval since they just concentrate on improving the modeling notations of MAS DSMLs.

6. Conclusion

A general framework, called AgentDSM-Eval, which enables the systematic evaluation of MAS DSMLs according to various quantitative and qualitative metrics, has been introduced in this paper. The framework is supported with an online tool which enables both conducting
multi-case empirical evaluation of MAS DSMLs and automatic generation and analysis of the evaluation results. The related tool is publicly available on the AgentDSM-Eval website (AgentDSM-Eval, 2019).

In this paper, we have also discussed how AgentDSM-Eval can be used by giving an example of a comprehensive evaluation performed for the MAS DSML, named PDT. A group of agent developers, playing the evaluator role, experienced using this DSML in a series of MAS development case studies. Data achieved from these evaluators’ MAS development sessions were automatically processed inside the AgentDSM-Eval tool. We have ensured that the tool successfully processed these data and, after that, we could obtain qualitative evaluation results of PDT’s performance on development time and development throughput. Moreover, AgentDSM-Eval tool realized the automatic analysis on both this language’s metamodel and MAS models, created by each individual evaluator, and hence it generated evaluation results regarding MAS domain coverage and agent developers’ adoption for language constructs respectively. Finally, evaluators’ feedback on using this DSML were obtained and processed inside AgentDSM-Eval tool again and the tool produced qualitative assessment results based on a set of DSML quality characters such as functional suitability, usability, expressiveness and MAS development. All results pertaining to the evaluation of PDT are also available in AgentDSM-Eval tools website.

Both MAS DSML users and MAS DSML developers can benefit from the evaluations conducted with AgentDSM-Eval. On one hand, an agent developer, who intends to use a DSML for a MAS development, can first examine the evaluation results for this DSML and then decide whether this language fits the requirements of his/her own system development. Furthermore, agent developers can also compare the evaluation results of different MAS DSMLs inside the AgentDSM-Eval tool which may assist them in choosing the most appropriate one for the system-to-be-developed. For this purpose, we have exemplified how the qualitative evaluation process brought by the AgentDSM-Eval framework can be used in comparing four different MAS DSMLs including PDT. On the other hand, metamodel comparison degrees and model element usage frequencies calculated by the tool, may guide language developers to improve their MAS DSMLs, e.g. by updating the language syntax and other definitions towards strengthening the MAS domain coverage. Also, feedback gained from the users on the usability and the expressiveness of the MAS DSML may also help implementing the new versions of this language.
The reference metamodel currently used inside AgentDSM-Eval can be enriched e.g. by including the new entities and relations for specific agent modeling viewpoints on e.g. agent mobility, adaptivity or service interaction. For this purpose, we plan to work on extending FAML in our future work. Another option can be integrating any other MAS metamodel into AgentDSM-Eval in addition to the existing reference metamodel. Although FAML sufficiently covers the general model of agent components and their relations, additional metamodels can also be provided to the AgentDSM-Eval users. They could choose this way for comparing the features of a MAS DSML according to specific agent modeling viewpoints indicated above. Finally, the current semi-automatic process of MAS DSML metamodel comparison inside the AgentDSM-Eval tool can be improved. For example, applying metamodel clone detection (Babur et al., 2019) covers feature extraction and statistical model analysis. Hence, it can be possible to automate the matching between the agent concepts in the MAS metamodels being compared. The investigation of enhancing the AgentDSM-Eval tool’s capabilities within this context will be our other future work.
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